
IN NATURE WE TRUST

Do you know just how much our daily food is under the 
infl uence of environmental poisons and chemical additives? 

Our pets are worst affected. Refuse artifi cial fl avors, scents 
and fl avor enhancers to stop misguiding their instincts.

PROTECTION FOR YOUR SWEETHEARTS
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DEFICIENCY OR … QUALITY

LEGAL IS NOT ENOUGH!

Do you assume that all producers of pet food exactly re-

spect the law? In reality that ś what we should be really 

afraid of!

DID YOU KNOW that the legislator allows the use of 

thousands of chemicals and horrible inferior waste-like 

raw materials? For persons who love their pets, these laws 

are absolutely insuffi cient, in fact they are a tragedy.

DID YOU KNOW that plenty of chemicals are legally un-

declared even when they‘ve been added by the producer 

for certain reasons?

DID YOU KNOW that fl avor enhancers can trick the nerve 

system and pretend they are consuming a delicacy even 

if it was mainly made of fi ller, artifi cial fl avors, and 

chemical color? Caution: legal bluff package!

If you love your pet, you´ll never trust any advertise-

ment promises anymore.

XX% “meat and side products. And what are the “side 

products”? Feathers, hair, skin, claws, bones?

What are “plant side products”? Leaves and wood! “Meat 

and bone meal”: Who knows what it really is?! 

Turbo-heating, Gamma rays!

Thousands of chemicals: pure overloading!

EU additives: anonymous danger!

Insects in all stages of development (!!!)

Sweet, salty, colored, preserved, with addition of scent, 

artifi cial fl avors, stabilizers and fl avor enhancers.

ALL THAT IS ABSOLUTELY LEGAL*

*) the legal requirements may vary according to local legislation, partly 
they contradict the applicable EU laws

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATUR MENÜ“ Is exclusively made of 

the declared raw materials. Free from substances that 

legally needn t́ be declared or even mustn t́ be declared.

Therefore, PANEON refuses addition of chemical additves 

in the food. These substances are under strong suspici-

on of impairing the organism and immunity in the long 

term and thus, damaging health.

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATUR MENÜ“ Is free of all chemical 

additives and optimally supports the organism, the in-

testinal fl ora and your pet ś immunity due to the wealth 

of natural pro-biotical substances.

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATUR MENÜ“ Is developed with 

vets, meat content complies with the natural feed intake. 

Valuable ingredients support a long and vital life.

INGREDIENTS» PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATUR MENÜ“ is rich 

in natural minerals, vitamins, bio-fl avonoids and many 

other important pro-biotical substances in natural ori-

gin and proportion!



FOR DOGS

PURE NATURE

» 60-72% exactly declared content of meat and valuable  

 innards

» plenty of muscle meat and nutritionally important  

 innards

» vegetables rich in vitamins

» wholemeal cereals 

» gently steamed under exclusion of oxygen to preserve

  vitamins

» developed and controlled by several veterinarians

»  free from attractants, coloring agents and fi ller 

 substances

» free from preservatives

» free from any chemical additives

» 100 % full declaration means: made strictly and only  

 out of the components listed in the declaration 

» free from substances that needń t be declared legally  

 or even mustń t be declared

EXTRA PROTECTION

Due the addition of biologically available calcium 

(shell calcium), naturally existing silicates and green 

lipped mussel extract, the bones and joints are being 

strengthened additionally.

DETOXIFICATION

Silicates deliver important mine-rals and trace elements 

for coat, skin and claws. Moreover they help to transport 

heavy metals and other toxins out of the body.
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PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU“ FOR DOGS contains just 

small amounts of cereal, as dogs can only partially digest them.

FEEDING» Individual requirements may vary depending 

on age and activity. Recommended intake per day: 

20g/kg weight, small breeds up to 25g/kg weight.

PANEON provides chemical-free supplementary feeding!

“MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU“ SCHAF 

Pure mutton, rapeseed oil. 

Meat content: 72.6 %

“MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU “ HERZ 

Cattle and chicken hearts, pasta, carrot, pea, rapeseed oil. 

Meat content: 62 %

“MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU“ HUHN

Chicken, rice, fruits, saffl ower oil, herbs. 

Meat content: 60 %

“MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU“ WILD

Seasoned game, beef, spaetzle, zucchini, evening prim-

rose oil, herbals. 

Meat content: 61 %

“MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU“ RIND

Beef, millet, carrot, linseed oil, herbs. 

Meat content: 60 %



PANEON FOR YOU

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU“ FOR CATS contains 

a high percentage of meat. High muscle meat share 

guarantees an optimal and natural taurine content.

FEEDING» Individual requirements may vary depen-

ding on breed, age and activity. Recommended intake 

per day: 40–60 g/kg weight, for large breeds or for 

reducing weight 40g/kg.

Please ensure chemical-free supplementary feeding as 

provided by PANEON!

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATURMENU“ LACHS

Salmon, trout, chicken, salmon oil. 

Meat content: 70 %

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATURMENU“ HERING

Herring, whiting, chicken, salmon oil. 

Meat content: 68 %

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATURMENU“ HERZ

Heart, chicken, carrot, salmon oil. 

Meat content: 67 %

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU“ HUHN

Chicken, whole-wheat pasta, salmon oil. 

Meat content: 68 %

PANEON “MEIN CHEF NATUR MENU“ SCHAF

Mutton, chicken, spinach, salmon oil. 

Meat content: 68 %

ENVIRONMENT» Body and home care products are purely 

natural. While Bio substances are protecting your 

health, they are also freeing you of any unnecessary 

environmental strains.

INITIATIVE OF NATURAL AWARENESS» PANEON supports 

charity projects; Animal rescue, child help, rain forests 

and fair trade. With every single sip of the PANEON BIO-

FAIRTRADE-COFFEE you support the rescue of trauma-

tized children coming from the poor districts named 

favela in Rio de Janeiro. www.natur-bewusst-sein.net

BODY» Inferior goods from turbo-pesticide-fungicide-

chemical agriculture are the cause  of many defi ciency 

diseases. Therefore PANEON brings nutrients onto the 

market that address exactly this lack and help you fi ll 

up your resorts of vital substances. That way you sup-

port your immune system and your self-healing power.

SPIRIT» You learn lots of important things at school. But 

how to live a successful, fulfi lled and lucky life is mostly 

not part of the curriculum. Especially for employees 

PANEON provides special support for that reason.

DREAM JOB» If you‘d feel happy being able to give pets 

and people health and high-quality life, you now have 

the chance to test your dream job in your free time.

FOR CATS

CONTACT 

Do you want to learn more? Contact the person that gave 

you this information:

send us an e-mail to following address: offi ce@paneon.net

PANEON GmbH refuses from healing promises. We recommend sayings in analogous form: ”PANEON provides protection from diseases. 
Supports vet therapies as ideal accompanying measure by detoxifi cation, and strengthening body tissue and immune system“.


